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St Peter’s - Froxfield

I

t is very good news that, after an
interval of two years, the bells of St.
Peter’s, Froxfield, are back in business!
The people of Froxfield will now welcome the joyous sounds of their bells
again, not only for weddings and other
special occasions, but of course early on
Sunday mornings calling them all to
church!
The Froxfield Band’s first official duty
took place on Sunday 3rd August when,
at the special service of rededication,
we rang the bells in celebration. Not
only did we ring before the service, as
normal, but afterwards as well for members of the congregation to come up
and view. Also, we rang for five minutes
instead of the first hymn – not too easy
when a whole congregation is intently
listening! But all agreed, firstly, it is
marvellous to have the bells back and,
secondly, that they sound absolutely
splendid.
A new steel bell frame has been installed, whilst the original bells have
been restored and tuned by their
original foundry The Whitechapel
Bell Foundry. Matthew Higby & Co,
especially their chief engineer, Martin
Hough, along with many friends helping, some local ringers such as Andrew
Banks and John Fowler, but most
especially, Roger Barber, not to forget
Matthew Higby himself, take the credit
for doing a sterling job.
One of the more ‘interesting’ features
is the octagonal tower. As many know,
this means the added complication of
the ‘three above three’ bell formation.
This formation is now 2-3-5 on top
and 1-4-6 exactly below. A fascinating
insight into the bell hangers’ work was
the complete construction of the frame
and the ringing of the bells on their factory floor! Having ironed out any odd
problems (were there any?) the whole
lot was then taken apart and brought

up to Froxfield and reconstructed.
The result is a belfry which is as ‘solid
as a rock’ and bells ‘which ring like
a dream’. The grape vine is at work
already and at the moment we have
four bands visiting soon, including the
Guild MMM on the 17th September.

During the enforced silence in the past
two years, our Tower Captain, Teresa Brown, has been in the process of
encouraging the Froxfield Band at the
Steep Tower. Hopefully we will now
have six or more ringers ready to ring
our bells at any time.

Matthew Higby with the newly arrived bells

Matthew advises me that the revised weights and diameters are as follows:Bell
Weight
Nominal
Diameter
Cast
Founder
Note
1
2-2-3
G
23.46”
1880
Mears & Stainbank
2
2-3-25
F
24.64”
1890
Mears & Stainbank
3
3-1-25
E♭
26.77”
1890
Mears & Stainbank
4
3-2-15
D
27.63”
1890
Mears & Stainbank
5
4-1-1
C
29.76”
1890
Mears & Stainbank
6
5-1-23
B♭
32.67”
1880
Mears & Stainbank

We take this opportunity to invite anyone
who wishes to visit us to ‘have a go’ with our
splendid new belfry. Our Practice Night will
resume on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays of
the month. We will be at Steep on the 1st
and 3rd Tuesdays.
Finally, on behalf of Froxfield, this is a good
moment to say an enormous “Thank you all
so much!”, firstly to the fellows who did such wonderful work bility of the Froxfield Bell Ringers to ring ‘good and true’ to
the glory of God – and this we promise to do.
in our belfry and, secondly to everyone for their generous
financial contributions to the reinstallation of the belfry and
Jeremy Boyd-Wallis - Tower Secretary (01730 828315)
the restoration of the bells themselves. It is now the responsi-

Jessie M Kippin 1909-2008

W

ith the death of Jessie Kippin on 16th April at the age
of 99 the Exercise has lost not only a fine ringer and a
much-loved character but also one of the few remaining links
with the pre-war ringing scene, particularly in the London
area. The Society of Royal Cumberland Youths has also lost
its oldest member and the Guildford Diocesan Guild its last
founder member.
Jessie Mary Melville was born in Tring in 1909, but the family moved to Guildford when she was about six so Guildford
was really her home. She came from a ringing family. Her
father, William R Melville, was born in Wooburn Bucks and
learned to ring there, joining the Holy Trinity band on moving to Guildford. Her brother Robert and her mother Emily
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both learned to ring at Holy Trinity, Robert being lost in
action in 1918.
Jessie was taught to ring by her father at Holy Trinity. Lady
ringers were not encouraged there by the legendary Alf Pulling, but Jessie must have impressed him enough for him to
call her first peal, Stedman Triples at Ranmore Common on
26th February 1927. They travelled by train from Guildford
to Dorking, walked to Ranmore, rang the peal in the stately
time of 3hrs 20 – none of this fast ringing in those days –
walked back to Dorking and caught the train back to Guildford. When they got back William sent Jessie home while he
went for a pint – girls of 17 didn’t go into pubs in those days.
At the time of her death this peal was over 72 years previ-
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ously, probably a record at the time.
Her next peal was in 1929 at Beddington. The location, and
the conductor – Charles H Kippin – were significant. They
had met at a ringing meeting in Reigate belfry and were
married at Holy Trinity Guildford in 1933. Being married to
Charles had both advantages and disadvantages. It gave Jessie
unparalleled opportunities to develop her ringing but it also
carried with it the difficulty of being seen as an adjunct to
Charles rather than as her own person. In later life Jessie used
to joke that during her life she’d been progressively known as
Bill Melville’s daughter, Charlie Kippin’s wife, Chris’s mother
and Eleanor’s grandmother.
This is not the place to reiterate the stupendous developments
which occurred in Surprise Royal ringing in Beddington in
the 1930s, but it is germane to note Jessie’s involvement in
them. She rang in the second ever peal of London No 3, in
1933 – her 7th peal – and the first peal of Bristol Royal in
1934. When it came to Spliced Charles, in his usual tactful
way, said that she’d never be able to ring it so not to bother
learning it. However, on the morning of the first peal attempt
a telegram arrived announcing that one of the band was unable to come. “You’ll have to get learning”, Charles said. The
peal was lost, but Jessie must have rung sufficiently well that
Charles couldn’t very well leave her out again, and she was in
the first successful peal in 1936.
Charles rang a lot in London in the 1930s and Jessie was
often part of the group. She rang at St Paul’s Cathedral and
Westminster Abbey – both significantly rarer privileges for
lady ringers in those days – and also at St Bride’s Fleet Street:
Jessie is also believed to be one of the last people alive to have
rung there. And it is likely, though we have no means now of
knowing, that she would have rung on some of the London
rings lost in the war such as St Magnus and St Dunstan’s-inthe-East, as well as the later unringable ten at St Sepulchre.
There were also a couple of peal tours – rare occurrences in
those days – to Devon in 1937, which included a peal of
Cambridge Royal at St Andrew’s Plymouth, the first peal of
Surprise Royal in Devon, and to Scotland in 1938, including

the first peal on the bells at Inveraray. Sitting at the top of the
Rest and be Thankful pass a couple of years ago, contemplating the old road, now superseded, one could only imagine
what the journey from Croydon in a 1938 Hillman must
have been like.
Then came the war and Jessie went to work as a telegraph
operator at the Central Telegraph Office in King William
Street in the City of London. Few people had telephones in
those days and the telegram traffic was very heavy, particularly in wartime. Jessie loved the City, and enjoyed working
there. She would often tell of leaving a late shift at 11pm and
walking through the blackout to London Bridge to catch the
train back to Croydon.
The mid 1940s brought momentous events in Jessie’s life. In
1943 Chris was born. The following year the flying bombs
started and it was decided that the family would move
temporarily to live with Jessie’s parents who had retired from
Guildford to King’s Worthy, near Winchester. Charles commuted to London from Winchester, a novel idea then, but in
1945 he applied for a transfer to Southampton so the move
to Hampshire became permanent. About this time the family
was further increased by the arrival of Hilary.
Housing was in very short supply after the war. An enterprising clergyman called Kenneth Felstead arranged for a
house to be available almost opposite St Michael’s Southampton where he was Vicar, and so began an association
with the church and its ringing which lasted some 16 years.
57 Bugle Street quickly became a Mecca for ringers visiting
St Michael’s for practices and peal attempts, and Jessie soon
became famous for her catering and general hospitality. The
augmentation of the bells to ten in 1948 enabled the development of Surprise Royal ringing in Hampshire, and Jessie
was fully involved in this, much of it a repeat of the 1930s era
at Beddington.
In 1962 a further job move for Charles brought him and
Jessie to Farnborough, Hants where they rang at St Peter’s.
There was a strong six-bell band here at that time, but in
1965 the bells were augmented to eight and the foundations
laid of the eight-bell band which remains to this day. Jessie
was also able to renew her association with the Guildford
Diocesan Guild and some of her childhood acquaintances,
e.g. Charlie Denyer.
In 1968 yet another job move saw them back in Hampshire,
this time living at Chandler’s Ford. Joining first the band at
Winchester Cathedral, and subsequently Hursley they soon
re-integrated themselves into Winchester and Portsmouth
Guild activities. Jessie was Chairman of the Winchester
District of the Guild for some years: a post whose duties she
discharged with efficiency and not a little style. At Hursley
in 1989 she was involved in yet another augmentation, from
eight to ten, and rang in the first peal on the augmented
bells.
After Charles’s death it was decided that Jessie should move
to Billericay be close to Hilary and so she started ringing
at Downham. It must be quite unusual for a band to have
to accommodate an 87-year-old newcomer: suffice it to say
that they did and Jessie soon became a popular member. The
excellent light six were ideal for an elderly lady and she was
able to go on ringing there until, when she was well over 90,
the stairs eventually became too much
Jessie rang just over 200 peals spread over 63 years. This is
not a great number by today’s standards but it included many
notable performances. As well as the pioneering Surprise
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Royal peals at Beddington in the 1930s, and repeat performances of many of them at Southampton in the 1950s, she
rang in the first married couples’ peal on ten at Beddington
in 1934, a ladies’ peal of Grandsire Triples at St George’s
Southwark in 1936, conducted by Edith Fletcher, a peal at
Southampton in 1939 in which both Frank Bennett and
George Williams rang their 1500th peal, the second of the pioneering nine-bell peals at Basingstoke in 1946 and the first
peal of Surprise which included a single, at Southampton in
1947. Her peal book includes many famous names, including William H Barber, Frank Hairs, George W Fletcher, Rev
C Elliot Wigg, Keith Hart, Tom Myers, Tony Price, George
Williams, Cecil Mayne, Marie Cross, John S Goldsmith, Wilfred Williams, J Frank Smallwood, Norman V Harding, Jack
Crampion, David Parsons, Frederick W Rogers and Albert
Yorke-Bramble.
Jessie was a deservedly popular figure in the ringing exercise
throughout her life. She loved people and was never happier
than when surrounded by them, whether in the belfry, the
pub, at home entertaining other ringers or with her family.

Many people have commented on her kindness and helpfulness, particularly to those younger than herself. She had a
young outlook on life which perhaps gave her an empathy
with younger people. Her love of people can perhaps be illustrated by a story recounted recently. A male ringer whom she
hadn’t seen for a long time introduced himself. Looking him
up and down but not recognising him with failing eyesight at
the age of 95 or so, she said: “Well, I don’t know who you are
but I do hope you’re going to kiss me!”
Her popularity was evidenced by the large gathering of family
and friends, from many places and representing different
parts of her life, at her funeral at Downham on 29th April.
Happily there were representatives from every tower of which
she had been a member during her life – Guildford Cathedral
(Holy Trinity had been the Pro-Cathedral while she rang
there), Beddington, St Michael’s Southampton, Farnborough,
Winchester Cathedral and Hursley – indicating the affection
in which she was held.
Chris Kippin

Pompey Chimes

T

he Guildhall clock tower in Portsmouth contains a large
clock chime of five bells with an hour bell weighing
nearly four tons. For over one hundred years the Cambridge
quarters rang out across the city, but for the last five years, the
bells have been silent. After two months of campaigning, and
10,000 signatures, the chime is now being restored at a cost
of £480,000. Over the years, various words of encouragement
for Portsmouth FC have been sung to the chimes, the most
recent of which are Play Up Pompey, Pompey Play UP.
The Guildhall is a handsome civic building dating from the
late 1880s. The clock was ordered from Bensons in 1889, and
they subcontracted the bells to Mears and Stainbank. The
bells were supplied on 29th September 1889 at a cost of £980
and were hung dead in an oak frame. The bells are effectively
the treble, second, third, sixth and tenor of a ring of ten:
The bells are all inscribed

winding mechanism by Smiths of
Derby. The chiming mechanism was
turned off in 2003
for essential repair
work, but the installation was left to
deteriorate, and
a report this June
warned of a significant health and
safety risk.
The whole project
will last seven
months: it started
on 18th August and
First quarter bell
728
in D
is expected to be
Second quarter bell 7 3 22
in C
complete by 13th
Third quarter bell
9 0 24
in B flat
March 2009. The
contract has been
Fourth quarter bell
22 3 15
in F
awarded to Mansell
Hour bell
78 2 12
in B flat
Construction of Southampton, with work on the bells being
J: W: BENSON: CLOCKMAKER: LUDGATE HILL: LONDON: EC: undertaken at Loughborough by Taylors Eayre and Smith.
The bells will be taken out through an enlarged opening in
The hour bell has on the waist
the side of the tower onto a high level scaffolding platform,
CORPORATION OF PORTSMOUTH 1889
and then lowered by a giant crane to ground level (the
`VICTORIA’
expected date of this operation is 26th October). An internal
THIS BELL WAS CAST ON THE 70TH ANNIVERSARY
lifting beam will have to be installed, and towards the end of
OF HER MAJESTY’S BIRTHDAY
the project, proper internal staircases will be put in place to
Not surprisingly, the hour bell is known as the Victoria bell, allow safe access for maintenance. Whilst at Loughborough,
cast-in staples will be removed, and some tuning done.
and a large bronze of the Queen still looks on from the opposite side of Guildhall Square as if to keep an eye on things. The Pompey Chimes are source of civic pride, and public
pressure persuaded the City Council to fund the full work
All of the wooden parts of the installation were removed
between the wars, and a steel frame was supplied. However, rather than simply to put the installation into a safe condition. Portsmouth also has great pride in its Football Club,
incendiary bombs dropped on 10th January 1941 caused a
fire that gutted the building. The clock was lost, but miracu- which won the FA cup this year. Play Up Pompey...
lously, the bells survived. The building was reconstructed
(Thanks to Revd David L Cawley for technical information.)
in 1950, and a new clock supplied by Potts of Leeds with a
David A. Strong.
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Lynda Margaret Breslain1943 - 2008

L

yn learnt to ring at Brenchley in Kent in the mid-1950s;
her parents ran a pub in the village. November 3, 1956
saw Lyn ringing her first peal at age 13, trebling to Plain Bob
Minor at East Sutton. The rest of the band included R.E. &
R.T. Lambert, both of Horsmonden, L.G. Maynard of East
Farleigh and A.E. Webb. Colin Tester conducted the peal and
had taught Lyn to ring. In 1960, Colin moved away from
Brenchley and Lyn took over as Tower Secretary and Captain,
proving her organisational skills at just 17. In the same year,
John Breslain joined the KCACR as a ringer at Brenchley and
in 1962, he and Lyn were married.
John’s work eventually brought him and the family to Hampshire where he worked with sheep at a farm in Avington.
Lyn worked part-time whilst bringing up their three children: Kay, Tim and Lucy, none of whom ring. At this time,
Lyn was ringing at nearby Easton. In the 1970s, Lyn joined
Vitacress, the watercress company in Alresford, doing the
wages and the books. It is a testament to Lyn’s dedication and
loyalty that she worked for the Isaac family for thirty years,
moving with the times and with technology from paying
wages in cash to computerisation. During the last few years
before her retirement in 2005, Lyn travelled daily thirty miles
each way to work at the Vitacress offices in St. Mary Bourne.
In the early 1980s, Lyn started to ring with the New Alresford band and quickly became an invaluable member. She
would NEVER let anyone down, ringing many quarter peals;
Kent Treble Bob Minor and Major seemed very popular at
that time. The band gradually improved to ring Surprise Major regularly. Lyn did her homework and did not go wrong:
she routinely clocked up quarters of Surprise Major plus
2- and 4-spliced Surprise Major. On moving to Cheriton in
1987, Lyn continued to ring with the New Alresford band as
well as supporting the Cheriton band. John took to teaching
ringers there and mending stays; he is a gifted carpenter. May
7, 1995 saw Lyn ringing her second peal, of five minor methods on the third at Cheriton, conducted by Brian Woodruff
for the fiftieth anniversary of VE Day.

Sadly in 1996 Lyn developed scleroderma which, coupled
with Raynaud’s disease, meant that gripping a rope was
difficult and typical of Lyn, she gave up ringing, which she
loved dearly, before her hand condition compromised her bell
handling. Her last two quarter peals were both Winchester
Surprise Major at New Alresford in March 1996.
There were many sides to Lyn and she made an immense contribution to everything in which she took part. For years she
was treasurer to the Alresford District Scouts, secretary and
treasurer to the local W.I., organised local flower shows and
was treasurer for the Winchester District of the W&PDG
from 1989 – 1996. Tony Smith had no complaints when he
succeeded her in this post.
John is involved with the Poultry Club of Great Britain and,
of course, Lyn supported him in this and acted as treasurer to
the local poultry club.
There are probably many other things which Lyn did too; she
was a modest and unassuming person who gave total commitment to everything she did, without fuss, never looking
for praise or accolade. If there was a job to be done, she
would get on and do it.
It was very sad that Lyn’s health deteriorated so quickly after
her retirement so that she was unable to do all the things she
had planned. Her last months were especially trying with
arduous trips to a London hospital, battling with pulmonary
hypertension. The end came suddenly on 6 March, having
been rushed in to Winchester Hospital. She had been at a
W.I. meeting just the day before.
The church at Cheriton was full for her funeral; her many
friends joining her much loved family in grieving for a special
lady. The bells rang out to call changes and steady rounds
before the service in thanksgiving for her life.
The following evening a quarter peal was attempted at New
Alresford but unfortunately this failed very near the end.
Elizabeth Johnson

Handbell Ringing At Micheldever Fête
With a view to raising the profile of ringing in the village
as well as providing some entertainment for visitors to the
Fete John had the idea of attempting to ring a peal of Minor.
James, John’s brother, was enthusiastic about the idea and Bill
Butler from Thatcham gamely volunteered to call it. Prior to
the Fete they had been ringing in a peal at Overton so there
was quite a tight schedule to adhere to.
A few arrangements had to be made to procure some shelter
for the ringers which was in anticipation of a hot sunny day
but which turned out very windy. Armed with a supply of
Central Council leaflets promoting ringing and with stewarding help from Gerry Cornick from Wonston we just managed
to keep the ringers separate from curious spectators but it was
not without some difficulties.
The wind managed to loosen the guy ropes as well as the
amateurish display of the line of Bob Minor and other information which almost blew away. To really test the powers
of concentration of John, James and Bill the public address
system blasted forth loud music aided by the wind into their
direction. Next was a noisy acrobatic display by a small plane

spewing out coloured smoke and diving low over the field. A
dog came to see what was going on and fortunately departed
without causing any problem. There was a very well intentioned person who managed to approach the ringers offering
charitable cups of tea and was not too pleased to be ushered
away rather firmly until I could explain out of earshot.
Fortunately the peal was successful after 1 hour 39 minutes by a band of experienced and determined ringers and
altogether proceeds from the Fete raised almost £6,000 for
Church Funds.
Rank Playing Field, Micheldever.
Saturday July 19 2008 l hr 39 mins
5040 Plain Bob Minor
1-2 John S Croft
3-4 James S Croft
5-6 William Butler
Joyce Croft
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All Saints, Dibden, Hampshire

s many bell historians will be
aware, All Saints, Dibden,
Hampshire had eight bells that
were the first ring of bells to
be destroyed by enemy action
during the Second World War.
Southampton was attacked in
the early hours of 20th June,
1940 and Dibden church and
the adjacent house were hit by
incendiary bombs and completely gutted by fire. Possibly the
proximity of the Southampton
Docks, the railway, and military
facilities at nearby Marchwood
was the reason the bombs hit the
church.
The bells were never replaced
during restoration but two bells,
one large (10cwt) and one small,
were cast from the metal of the
destroyed bells and hang in the
All Saints Dibden - Church Bells
tower.
Supplied by John Warner & Sons,
A retired clergyman living locally, Canon Richard I. ThomCripplegate, London, 1887
son (a bells enthusiast), considered it very important that
Dedicated on 1st September 1887
details of the bells, ringers and peals should be recorded and
by the Bishop of Winchester
displayed in the church.
Note Weight
Diam. Inscription
He researched details of the ringers and the peals that were
1
G
4 cwt
25½” Given by the choir
4 cwt 1 qtr
26½”
rung at All Saints up to the destruction of the church and the 2 F#
5 cwt
28“
bells and commissioned a calligrapher to inscribe the details 34 ED
5 cwt 3 qtrs
30”
on a framed poster. This was installed in the church during 5 C
6 cwt 2 qtrs 14 lb 32”
W Harding in memory of
his wife EWGD
evening worship on Sunday 11th May this year.
6
B
7 cwt 2 qtrs
34”
J S Dixon in memory of
The Christchurch and Southampton District Chairman, John
John and Elizabeth Dixon
8 cwt 2 qtrs
36”
This bell was given in 1887
Davey, represented the Winchester and Portsmouth Diocesan 7 A
by Thomas West in memory
Guild and handbells were rung before, during and after the
of his father who departed
service by James Hodkin, Alan Elsmore, Maurice Bailey and
this life May 28th 1870
8
G
10 cwt 2 qtrs
39”
Jubilee peal erected 1887
Rex Corke.
God save the Queen
The poster contains a list of the 21 peals rung between
E Carlyon Rec. A Blew F
Crabb churchwardens
18th May, 1891 and 15th May, 1939 as well as a list of the
resident band in 1888 and the band in 1940. There
Peals
are details of the bells, which were a Warners eight
ConducMethod & Changes
Time Composer
in 10cwt 2qr, dedicated on 1st September, 1887 by Date
tor
the Bishop of Winchester. The bell details include
18.05.1891 5024 Bob Major
2h 47 G Williams
H. White
2h51 Thurstan (4 part) G Williams
the note, weight and size of each bell together with 13.08.1905 5040 Stedman Triples
18.08.1907 5040 Grandsire Triples
3h 07 Holt (10 part)
G Williams
the inscription if any.
21.03.1908 5040 Grandsire Triples
3h 05 Holt (10 part)
HW Wildes
The Ringing Exercise owes a debt of gratitude to
11.10.1908 5088 Double Norwich Major 3h 03 Rev. H E Bulwer G Williams
Canon Thomson for his determination and enthu- 11.09.1910 5040 Stedman Triples
2h59 Thurstan (4 part) G Williams
siasm; it is obvious from conversations with him
18.02.1911 5040 Grandsire Triples
3h 06 Holt (10 part)
G Williams
that he was the instigator of improvements to bells 28.10.1911 5088 Superlative Major
2h 57 N J Pitstow
KHart
in a number of places before his retirement and his 08.11.1911 5040 Grandsire Triples
3h 08 Holt (10 part)
G Williams
28.09.1913 5040 Grandsire Triples
2h 55 Holt (10 part)
G Preston
name will be familiar to ringers from places as far
31.05.1914 5056 London Major
2h 53 G Lindoff
G R Pye
apart as London, Yorkshire and Surrey.
14.11.1920 5040 Grandsire Triples
3h 03 Holt (10 part)
G Williams
Alan Elsmore 25.11.1922 5040 Grandsire Triples
3h 13 Holt (10 part)
G Williams
Alan provided a photograph of the poster. Unfortunately it would not reproduce satisfactorily
here. However, it can be viewed on the Guild
web site at www.wp-ringers.org.uk/guildnews
together with 2 lists of the Dibden Ringers in
1888 and 1940.

Editor
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11.09.1924
12.08.1928
19.09.1928
24.08.1929
30.08.1931
30.03.1935
03.08.1936
15.05.1939

5088 Superlative Major
5056 Cambridge Major
5056 Bristol Major
5056 Superlative Major
5184 London Major
5040 Stedman Triples
5088 Kent Major
5040 Bob Major
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3h 08
3h 00
2h 58
2h 50
3h 07
3h 10
3h 06
2h 59

Pitstow
C H Middleton
G Lindoff
N J Pitstow
J W Washbrook
Thurstan (4 part)
H Dains
G Williams

O Sippetts
W A Cave
G R Pye
K Hart
G Williams
G Williams
G Williams
R A Reed

W

All Saints, Basingstoke
Quarter Peal
Weekend
quarter peals. Five conductors called quarters and we clocked

hen you set out to arrange a quarter peal day, you
never expect a 100% success rate, yet this is what the
ringers from All Saints church in Basingstoke achieved over
the early May Bank Holiday weekend.
The idea of a tower quarter peal day in place of one of our
monthly six-bell practices was mooted towards the end of last
year. The band seemed enthusiastic about it so the date was
set. The original intention had been to arrange a few quarter
peals locally on the Saturday of the Bank Holiday weekend,
but as enthusiasm grew, so did the planning. In the end all
bar one of our regular Sunday service ringers took part in a
quarter peal during the weekend, the rest of the ringers being
made up from our practice night regulars and friends of the
band.
With so many ringers wanting to be included, the number
of attempts grew. To accommodate those away over the bank
holiday, and to squeeze in 12 quarter peals the day became a
long weekend!
As Ascension Day fell on the Thursday before the weekend,
the opportunity was taken to kick off with a quarter peal for
service at All Saints, Plain Bob Minor being scored. Friday
saw a trip down to Bentworth and another easy success for
Grandsire Doubles.
Saturday, and the big day had arrived! Seven attempts and
the heaviest day of ringing. Simultaneous attempts in the
morning and Plain Bob Doubles was scored at Wolverton
and Church Oakley. A false start at Oakley nearly spelt the
first loss of the weekend, but again enthusiasm took over, and
there was time to re-start! At Wolverton, Chris Osborne rang
her first quarter.
Then on to Sherfield on Loddon and Sherborne St John.
Two more uneventful quarter peals, including Stephen’s first
of Treble Bob, and we were already half way through the
weekend. A spot of lunch, and off for the afternoon quarters.
Another first scored at Midgham, with Andy’s first of Minor.
Aldermaston was nearly a lock out, as a kind local had cleared
away the key left for us! A few phone calls, and we were in!
Alison’s first on eight was scored. After a quick cup of tea, it
was off to Wootton St Lawrence for the last of the day, and
a good quarter of Bob Doubles. A trip to the pub was called
for.
Sunday morning ringing as normal saw a larger than normal
number of plasters on display, but some very well struck ringing. Those who were done for the weekend looked relived,
those with more quarters to ring were wondering how much
longer their hands would last!
Sunday afternoon and the second of the three attempts at
All Saints. Cambridge Major was achieved after a false start,
Stephen ringing his first major. Off to Baughurst to ring
for Evensong, and a good quarter of Plain Bob Minor was
scored, and a touch of Grandsire rung before service.
Monday evening was the last attempt of the weekend, and
the pressure was on with 100% success so far! In the event an
excellent quarter of Grandsire Triples was scored at All Saints
before a gentle practice, and trip to the pub!
Over the long weekend, 12 quarters were rung in ten towers.
15 of our 16 regular Sunday service ringers took part (Roxy
being excused due to pregnancy!), 22 ringers in total rang

up at least five “firsts”. A very successful weekend.
The band would like to thank those who made up numbers
for us, all those who let us in, and incumbents for the use of
the bells. Are we going to do it again next year?…. let’s wait
and see!
Adam Greenley
Details of the quarters rung can be found on the Guild
web site at www.wp-ringers.org.uk/guildnews.

Goodworth Clatford
Diamond Wedding

C

ongratulations go to George Dowling and his wife Joan
who celebrated their Diamond Wedding Anniversary on
17th April. George, a Guild Life Member, has been ringing in Goodworth Clatford since 1935 and rarely misses a
practice or a Sunday morning – a truly remarkable record!
Alec Gray gathered together a District band and conducted a
quarter peal of Grandsire Triples at St. Peter’s on 20th April;
included in the dedication are Ann and Richard Ohlenschlager (Richard is a past church warden) who also celebrated their
Diamond Wedding that week.
Goodworth Clatford, 20th April 2008
1260 Grandsire Triples
1. Jane Tarrant

5. Alec Gray (C)

2. Carol Waller

6. Ken Waller

3. Andrew Channon

7. Mike Winterbourne

4. Terry Tarrant

8. Mike Hayward

T

Editorial

he editor, as always, is immensely grateful to those
members who take the trouble to contribute to Guild
News. Without them there would be no publication. I have,
however, performed the editorial task as an autocracy for
some 7 or 8 years now. While content to continue, if there is
anyone else who might wish to consider taking on the task
and bringing some fresh ideas to bear I should be pleased to
hear from them.
Feedback would be welcome. Are you happy with the choice
of content and style of presentation? If not and you have constructive ideas for improvement please let me know. Contact
details are on the back page.
Finally I should like to add my personal tribute to Jessie
Kippin, at the time of her death our oldest Life Member. She
made an early impression on a schoolboy novice ringer not
only for her ringing prowess and the sumptuousness of her
ringing teas but above all for her warmth and kindness.
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Child Protection – 2006 Act Update

Prepared by Chris Mew on behalf of the Tower Stewardship Committee of the Central Council
ever, organised transport, whether under the auspices of the
Background
church or a ringing Association will be treated as regulated.
The Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 affects both
employers and voluntary groups engaged in activities with
With regard to “vulnerable adults”, the Act is aimed at those
children and with services to vulnerable adults. The proviactivities where these persons are recipients of particular servsions of the Act are due to come into force on 12th October ices such as health services, the individuals being perceived
2009 and an initial review of the likely effect on ringing
as vulnerable at the time the service is rendered. A vulnerable
was given in my article in the Ringing World, issue of 2nd
adult also includes a person aged 18 or over who receives
May, page 493. The purpose of this update is to clarify those a service or participates in an activity which is targeted at
areas of ringing that will fall within the Act and the extent
people for reasons of age, disability or physical or mental
to which adult ringers may have to be registered with the
health problems. Ringing does not come into this category
Independent Safeguarding Authority (ISA).
even where an individual ringer may have some disability as
the teaching is not being targeted at the group for reasons of
Recent developments
disability. However, where for example a church organises
Following the receipt of Royal Assent for the 2006 Act, a
regular help visits to the elderly performed by the same perconsultation process was begun in November 2007 by the
sons a situation would be created where the Act would apply.
sponsoring Department for Children Schools and Families
(DCSF). There were some 326 respondents to the consulta- This is because the person is regularly working with someone
tion including church authorities and voluntary groups. The who they are targeting because of an age related need such as
frailty.
main issues raised and the Government responses thereto
were incorporated in a report “ISA scheme Consultation
The above is a synopsis of the criteria and Guidelines will be
Document – Formal Government Response” published on
issued by the DCSF before the Act is implemented. I have
30th May, 2008. As a result of the consultation some previ- attempted later in this article to give examples of the possible
ous queries were clarified but there remained outstanding
effect in different ringing situations.
issues.
Registration with the ISA
In the light of this further information I arranged a meeting Where training young ringers as a regulated activity is taking
with the Group within the DCSF responsible for implemen- place it will normally be the local Parish which will have the
tation of the Act which, together with subsequent exchanges, responsibility of ensuring that adults are appropriately regiswas most useful. One of the Department representatives,
tered. Most parishes now have Child Protection Groups with
being a ringer, was fully aware of the unique national and
a nominated officer whose job is currently to carry out CRB
open nature of ringing activities and this helped considerably checks not only on ringers but also for choir, Sunday school
in discussions.
and similar activities. It is likely that the same arrangement
will be carried forward to deal with ISA registration.
The updated situation was presented to the Tower Stewardship Committee on 2nd August since which date further
Where a new worker or volunteer within the church is to
clarification and concessions have been agreed with the
engage in a regulated activity they will be expected to either
DCSF, these are reflected in the following notes.
show that they are already ISA registered or give consent to a
check being made and registration applied for.
Key criteria for application of the Act
The Act seeks to define those activities with children or vul- The individual will have to give personal details, proof of
nerable adults which will be “regulated” or “controlled”. The identity (to prevent fraudulent misuse), an ISA Registration
initial interpretation has been clarified and, as far as ringing number, where this exists and the consent for enquiries. The
is concerned, the key is the nature of the activity. The criteria parish officer will then be free to access the ISA to confirm
is where adults are engaged in the teaching and training of
that registration exists or request that checks be carried out
children in a face to face situation intensively or frequently.
to allow new registration to be effected. The checks run by
The intensity element of the criteria captures short bursts of the ISA will establish whether, in their view, the individual
may be registered. Where there is past history which would
activity and is confirmed as activity happening at any time
on more than two days in a 30 day period or overnight. The bar the person from engaging in regulated activities then
frequency element captures regular activity such as that which registration may be refused. A positive response and issue of
any new registration number will mean that the person may
occurs once a month or more on an ongoing basis.
The point of this is to capture those situations where trust is commence the activity. The DCSF intend to issue guidelines
built between the trainer and pupil and also where “groom- whereby occasional helpers at Sunday schools will be exempt
ing” could take place but not to capture a one off activity. For as will be a “trial period” for persons interested in helping
example a ringer who is covering an event because the regular with youth activities. This is not likely to apply to ringers.
The vetting and barring scheme will eventually extend to
ringer is unwell. While the former does not have to register
with the ISA if the activity is a one off it would still be an of- coverage of some 11.3 million people. Because of this the
requirement to register with the ISA is being phased over a
fence for a barred person to undertake such a role.
The Act excludes situations where the presence of children is period of 5 years from October 2009. The phasing proposals
mean that those who have been CRB checked recently will
incidental to the activity. It has been clarified that this does
not mean that children ringing are incidental to adult train- be phased later in the five year period as the proposal is for
ing. The term “incidental” was adopted to exclude from the the scheme to apply, in the first instance, to new employees/
volunteers, then to volunteers and employees who have never
legislation those situations where an adult attending some
hobby activity brought a child along because of lack of child had a CRB check and then to the remainder based on the age
of their CRB disclosure
minder or other occasional reason. Where training is given
Guidelines will be issued for employers and organisers as
to both adults and children, or indeed targeted at children
to the timescale that existing CRB checked persons should
alone, then the activity will be “regulated” under the Act.
The transporting of children to/from ringing may be a regu- be registered. It is important to note that ISA registration is
lated activity. Where an informal agreement exists for giving totally portable. This means that, for example, a ringer who
has already been CRB checked for ringing, the choir and at
a lift this will be viewed as a “private” arrangement. HowPage 8
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held up and down the country and which do not involve
teaching will be exempt from regulation.
Guilds may decide that they wish certain of their officers (e.g.
General and District ringing masters) to be ISA registered. If
they are not already so registered the Guild would be able to
request the registration of the individuals in the same way as
a parish office with the same requirements applying.
It would, however, be a pity if an ISA registration requirement dissuaded people from standing for office.
The transporting of ringers has been mentioned above and in
the Guild situation if transport for children were organised
on a formal basis for any activity, whether training day, meeting or outing then accompanying adults in charge of vehicles
would need to be registered. The same would of course apply
to the many other church groups such as choirs, guides and
youth groups.
There is a grey area around general helpers. Where helpers
ring alongside children but not directly teaching them then
this would appear to be exempt.
Similarly where helpers are under the direct management of
ISA registered ringers as part of a wider gathering (whether
practise or meeting) then this activity too would be exempt.
However, in all cases where there is a one to one teaching activity not otherwise supervised then ISA registration requirement is triggered. Furthermore a provision which has only
just come to light is that the registration requirement will
apply to 16 and 17 year olds carrying out one to one teaching
ISA rolling monitoring
I would reiterate that a key element of the new system will be with other minors.
Local scenarios
the continuous monitoring applied to registered individuals
by the ISA. This will ensure that any new information from Tower with no juniors being taught - no ISA registered perany source (police, NSPCC, social care etc.) will be fed into son required
the system and if necessary a registration may be withdrawn. Tower with junior learners - at least those in charge to be
In this context it will be the legal duty of organisers/employ- registered, 16/17 years olds involved with teaching would
ers of persons engaged in regulated activities with children
also require registration
to report to the ISA anything which affects the status of a reg- Tower with no learners of its own but which hosts regular
istered individual in their sphere of control. This will include visits by juniors from neighbouring tower(s) – ISA registered
the ability to make a referral regarding anyone whose behav- person required, this could be at the host tower or a regisiour towards children is inappropriate though not subject to tered adult accompanying the junior visitor.
criminal litigation and which may present potential risk of
harm. This legal responsibility will devolve upon parishes and Guild and Association meetings – ISA registered persons not
legally required
Guild officers.
Guild and Association training days and summer schools
Exemptions, parish ringing and
- persons involved with one to one teaching must be ISA
Associations
registered (see note above on helpers)
The good news is that it is the intention for the Orders
The way forward
implementing the Act to contain detail which will effectively
The intentions and application of the 2006 Act as it affects
mean that not all adult ringers will fall within the regulated
activities of the Act and will not, therefore, need to be regis- ringers is now becoming clearer and Guidelines will be istered. In the local parish context it will be an expectation that sued by the DCSF on definitions for regulated activities and
exemptions thereto. A window of contact has been made
leaders of bands and any helpers engaged in direct face to
face teaching with children would need to be ISA registered. between the implementing Government Department and the
Central Council through its Tower Stewardship Committee
General members of the band not involved with teaching
would be exempt. This means very much the status quo since (of which I am a member) will seek to ensure that a workable
system is agreed. Similarly, close contact will be maintained
the general practice is for a selected number of tower members (captain, deputy and at least one of each sex) to be CRB with the Church of England to ensure that interpretation of
the legal requirements is consistent across the Dioceses.
checked.
In the meantime individual towers, their parent parish counIn the case of Guilds and Associations organising training
cils and local Guilds and Associations need to be prepared so
days they would be classed as “the organiser” and as such
that as far as is possible they comply with the legal requirewould be legally responsible for seeing that ISA registered
persons ran the ringing. This is a new responsibility and the ments applicable from October 2009. To this end a first step
Guild officers as the management team would be ultimately may be to arrange their own register of ringers currently CRB
checked as a starting point.
liable for seeing that this is done. There are two ways in
which the responsibility could be discharged, either the host Further relevant information will be advised as received but,
tower or towers would provide ISA registered persons from
on a personal basis, if anyone has questions I will endeavour
their own band to be present or the Guild could provide such to answer them and can be contacted on 01926 402273.
a person. In either case the onus is on the Guild to check on
Chris Mew - 14th August 2008
the situation. Access to the ISA database would be available
to the Guild to check on the bona fides of “registered ringers”.
It has been conceded that Guild organised meetings as are
work as a teacher will only need the one registration for these
and any future additional activities regulated under the 2006
Act. Over a period of time it will become increasingly common for those seeking to engage in ringing to already have
ISA registration as a result of other regulated activities such as
a Scout leader or school governor.
The ISA register will be generally available on an open access
basis and enquiries will be available on-line. The reason for
this is to make the system user friendly for the many organisations that will use it. This will be particularly true for
individuals, such as parents, who wish to check on prospective groups dealing with their children. Declarations will have
to be given that use is for legitimate purposes and the person
subject of the enquiry has given their consent. It should be
stressed that response to such enquiries will not disclose any
history only whether the subject is or may be registered (and
is neither barred nor considered as a risk to children). This
should reassure those who object on the basis that police
records of minor misdemeanours might be divulged.
As previously recorded, registration will cost £64 for paid
workers but be free for volunteers. There will be provision for
individuals (such as freelance tutors or babysitters) to seek self
registration. Should an organisation either by legal duty or
choice seek an Enhanced CRB check this may be done within
the system at no extra charge. Umbrella bodies who process
checks may sometimes charge an additional fee to cover the
cost of carrying out the processing of an application.
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Young Ringers Views On A Young Ringers
Day Out August 2008

O

n 29th August, young ringers and various slightly older
ringers gathered at Northington for a young ringers
day out, kindly organised by Jen Churchill and Christine
Hill. The day began with a general “Getting To Know Each
Other Game” (always a favourite where anyone under 20 is
involved), which unfortunately my sister, my mother and
I missed (I was particularly upset about this as I gather the
prize was edible. We also missed the trip to the top of the
tower to see the bells (we really were appallingly late) which
was a valuable experience as many of the people on the day
had not had the opportunity to see the bells being rung
before. We arrived in time to do some ringing, which was
limited to rounds on three.
The next tower we descended upon was Brown Candover, a
pretty little five whose ringing room was far too small to hold
all of the ringers at once. Despite certain logistical difficulties
we managed Bob Doubles and rounds and call changes here
with Andrew Dodd running the ringing.
After the lower we had a picnic on the large green outside
the church and were inundated with virtually every form of
insect life known to mankind.
Having feasted on sumptuous sandwiches and other such
picnic delicacies it was time for the eagerly anticipated game
of rounders. We organised the teams (eventually)
and I proceeded to show exactly why I’m not
on the school rounders team by being spectacularly inept and getting out first ball. The adults
proceeded to take things far more seriously than
the young ringers and defied their age by running
around and shouting very loudly. My team lost by
about 15 rounders, but I still maintain we were
scoring in completely different ways, which more
than accounts for the deficit.
Having been roundly thrashed and therefore
denied the second and last edible prize of the day,
we lined up along the wall of the churchyard and
posed for photographs. This didn’t take long and
we were soon on our way to the last tower of the
day, Old Alresford.
When we got there I had to ring up (Shock!
Horror!), and was then charged with running
the ringing. We managed more rounds and call
changes, and several people had the opportunity
to plain hunt or ring touches of Bob Doubles.
After the ringing we indulged in tea and cakes to round the
day off. Special thanks go to the organisers and helpers and to
all the young ringers and learners that came along.
Rosemary Hill age 15
At last we arrived at Northington. Whoppeeee! The first of
the three churches for our young ringers outing this year! It
was going to be great! Mummy, Chloe and I walked up the
path to a HUGE church. We were very surprised when we
reached the ringing chamber to find there were only three
bells! We did a bit of ringing, then we were very lucky and
got to go up to where the bells were and watch as one was
rung! It was very interesting.
The next church we went to was in Brown Candover. It had
five bells, but they were in such a small space that we had to
Page 10

wait outside while we weren’t ringing. I loved the bells there.
After that we had a picnic lunch. I was starving because I had
done sooo much ringing! When we had had lunch we had a
really fun game of rounders. When that was finished it was
time to move on to the last church, Old Alresford.
We went into the ringing chamber, it was bright green! I had
a go at some plain hunting to Bob Doubles. It was a great
end to a great day and I am really looking forward to next
year.
Charlotte Breen age 10
On Friday 29th August I went on a bellringer’s outing. We
went to three churches. Northington was the first one and it
was the biggest one, though it only had three bells, which was
quite funny!
The second one we went to was Brown Candover. This was
very cramped and squashed and some of us had to wait at the
bottom. We had lunch here and played rounders.
The third church we went to was Old Alresford. This one was
nearly as big as Northington! We got snacks and cakes there.
I had a great time on the outing, I really want to go on it
again.
Chloe Breen age 9

Ringing at Old Alresford
On the 29th August the Young Ringers Outing took place.
We all met up at Northington, a 3 bell tower where we could
go up the tower to see the bells. We all were given stickers
that were placed on our backs and we had to ask people clues
about them to find out what word was written on the sticker.
It was a good way of communicating with people we didn’t
know.
We moved onto Brown Candover which had a very small
ringing room. This was followed by lunch when we played
rounders and our team won! I managed a brilliant catch and
got Edmund out.
Our final tower was Old Alresford where we did lots more
ringing before we had much needed refreshments
Harriet Dodd age 10
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No ducking out on the treble, Helen
Piper was ringing it, those there were;
Roy Le Marechal, Philip Saddleton,
John Loveless, David Brown, Paul
Mounsey (Captain of St Paul’s Cathedral) and Mark Regan. We did not
get the peal so I will probably never
remember the rest.
Bernard Groves was my conductor,
after having my doubts and telling
him I would rather ring Bristol I was
reassured “you’ll be alright Geoff” and
like the condemned man I followed the
others up the tower.
Then the bombshell, I was told there is
a Big Bob in the third course; that’s all
I need, I have brought this on myself, I
have to go through with it.
And so we went into it, I’d got through
the first course and into the second
with the Big Bob looming over me
then crash! Crash! Saved by the bell
Two Arreton ringers Joyce Wise and David Yates enjoying one of the niniirings at the
- rather the clapper, no pubs – no
Ringing Roadshow
Wetherspoons open then, come again
but again never came, “yes” Bernard
said we could ring a 5280 without the Big Bob. Years later I
rang my London Pride on ten bells to Delight Royal, I had
my name, the Maximus is still un-rung.
nly once can I say, here but by the grace of God it was Yes it is one of the most difficult Surprise Maximus, residing
my project. I got a band of star-studded ringers for a
in the same league as Rigel and Orion; would we have rung
peal of London Pride Surprise Maximus. I started learning it it if the clapper had not broken? I will never know and no
for a month before and kept learning it until the appointed
longer care. It is still un-rung except for Spliced. Many of my
day. Tim Pett had travelled down from Scotland flying back methods have been rung because of their name. Nobody has
to get there on time. Names of ringers who seldom rang
ever tried for it since and this is the first time I have confessed
together had been gathered for this – the big one only chosen to biting off more than I can chew and is the only time I have
because of its name. It was to be at St Laurence, Reading on had my doubts about ringing something I could not manage.
17th October 1993.
Geoff Dodd

Saved By The Bell

O

A Guild Officers Peal - how many do you recognize? Where, when and what method?
The editor offers a small prize for the first correct answers ‘drawn from the hat’ on 1st December 2008.
Surviving members of the band are, of course, disqualified from entry.
His decision, whether fair or not, is final! Answers by snail or email - contact details on back page.
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The Young Ringers (and some not quite so young) at Brown Candover
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Guild News is published twice a year. Its aim is to improve communication between ringers in all parts of our widespread
Guild and to communicate the fun of ringing generally. It is distributed free via District Secretaries to all towers in the
Guild. Additional copies are available from the editor for £1.
Editor: David Forder, 4 Cranberry Close, Marchwood, Southampton, SO40 4YT.
Tel. 023 8087 2399 Email david@ringmarch.com
Please send material for publication to the editor. The editor reserves the right to edit as necessary.
Material for publication in the next issue of Guild News should reach the editor by 1st March 2009
Guild Web Site www.wp-ringers.org.uk
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